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Introduction. The purpose of this note is to investigate the characteristic

classes of manifolds admitting line element fields. Our main result, stated in

§1, asserts that, if a compact M-dimensional manifold has k independent line

element fields, then the characteristic classes can be expressed in terms of

lower dimensional elements. In particular, if k = n, the Stiefel-Whitney classes

are expressible as elementary symmetric functions of one dimensional classes

and the Pontrjagin classes as elementary symmetric functions of the Bock-

steins of these one dimensional classes. In §3, we give necessary and sufficient

conditions that an orientable four dimensional manifold have four inde-

pendent line element fields. As an application, we give an example of a four-

dimensional non-parallelizable orientable manifold with four independent line

element fields.

1. The main theorems. Let 0(n) denote the orthogonal group of mXm

matrices, SO(n)CO(n) the special orthogonal group, and Q(n), SQ(n) the

subgroups of diagonal matrices in 0(n), SO(n) respectively. Clearly Q(n)

~Z\ and SQ(n)~Zl~\
For each integer k, 0<k^n, we define a subgroup G(k) CO(n) to consist

of all matrices of the form

A 0'

o   V       o

0      •

where AEO(n-k) and e¿=±l, lúiúk. Let SG(k) = G(k)C\SO(n) and
Fk = 0(n)/G(k) = SO(n)/SG(k). Clearly G(k) « 0(n - k) X Z\, SG(k)
~0(n-k)XZl~\ and both G(k) and SG(k) act on Fk.

Some other notation we will use is as follows. For any fiber bundle

f = (£, 7T, B) with fiber Fand group 0(n), züy(f)G77'(73; Z2), 1 gj^M, will de-
note the jth Stiefel-Whitney class of f, p^EW^B; Z), \újún/2, the jth

Pontrjagin class of ¡T, and, if f is orientable, x(D€:77"(73; Z) the Euler-

Poincaré class of f. For any compact «-dimensional manifold M, w¡(M),
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1 ̂ j^re, pi(M), 1 ájá»/4, and, if Afis orientable, x(^7) will denote the cor-

responding classes of the tangent bundle of Af. Further, trr(xi, • • • , x„) will

denote the rth elementary symmetric function of Xi, • • • , x„ with

c0(xi, • • • , x„) = 1, o,(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xn) =0 if r <0 or r>re. Finally, for any space

X, 5*: H"(X; Zi)-^H"+1(X; Z) will denote the Bockstein homomorphism.

Theorem A. Let f = (E, w, 73) be a fiber bundle with fiber Fk and group 0(n).

Then, if f has a cross section, there exist elements xi, ■ • ■ , XkEHl(B; Zi),

UiEH'(B; Zi), lújún-k, and ViEHl'(B; Z), lèjèn-k/2, such that

(1.1) w„(f) =   X «*r/(*i, ■ ■ • ,Xk),        1 á g á »,
>+j—«

(1.2) pq(t;) =   £  {vio-n(h*xi, ■ ■ -,5*xk)
i+j—Q

+ [(S*uit)2 + 5*«i»<]<723_i(á*xi, • • • , &*xk)},        1 = q = re/2.

Furthermore, if f ts orientable(2),

(1.3) rex(f) = 5*Wn_,(f).

Let A7 be a compact re-dimensional manifold with tangent bundle t(M).

It is obvious that M has £ independent line element fields if and only if the

bundle with fiber Fk associated with r(Af) has a cross section. Thus we have

Corollary 1. Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold. Then, if M has

k independent line element fields, there exist elements x\, ■ ■ ■ , XkEHl(M; Zi),

UiEH'(M; Zi), 1 újún-k, and ViEHij(M; Z), 1 újún-k/4-, such that

(1.4) wq(M) =   2    Ui<r,(xi, ■ ■ ■ , xk),        1 Û qún,
i+i=i

(1.5) pq(M) =   X)   {vi<rti(5*xi, ■ ■ ■ , 5*xk)
i+j=q

+ [(5*un)2 + ô*uivi]o-n-i(o*xi, ■ ■ ■ , 5*xk)},        1 g q g re/4.

Furthermore, if M is orientable^1), x(M) =0.

The first two statements of Corollary 1 are immediate from Theorem A.

The last follows from the fact that 2«x(Af) = 0 but H"(M; Z) is torsion free.

In particular, if M has re independent line element fields, we say that M

is line element parallelizable and we have

Corollary 2. If M is line element parallelizable, there are elements

xi, ■ ■ • , x„ EHl(M; Z2) such that

(1.6) wq(M) = <rs(xi, ■ ■ ■ ,xn),        1 á Ç á »,

(1.7) pq(M) = (72,(5**!, • • • , 5**n),        Uî^ re/4.

(2) Note that, for n odd, one always has x(í)—^*wn-i(í) so (1.3) is redundant in this case.

(3) The fact that the Euler-Poincaré class of an orientable manifold admitting a line element

field is zero follows from Samelson [6] or Marcus [4].
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Furthermore, if M is orientable, x(M) = 0.

Remark 1. We note that, although (1.6) does follow from Theorem A,

it is in fact a trivial consequence of Borel's work [l].

Remark 2. We give an interpretation to the Xi, • • • , Xk of Theorem A, as

follows. Let f = (72, ir, B) be the bundle with fiber 0(n)/0(k) associated with

f. It is easily seen that we can choose È to be a covering of E with group

Z\. Then, if /: B—*E is a cross section in f, (xi, • • • , xk)EHl(B; Z2) © • • •

@H\B; Z2) ~Hl(B; Z2) can be identified with the obstruction to lifting/ to

a cross section /: 73—>73 of f.

2. Proof of Theorem A. Suppose B0m is the classifying space for 0(n) and

<b: B—*Bo(n) the classifying map for the principal bundle associated with f.

Then f is induced by <p from the bundle a: 73G(fr)—>730(n> (a induced by the

inclusion map G(k) CO(n)) and f has a cross section if and only if there is a

map/: 73—»Pguo such that afc^<j>.

Let WíEH^Bom; Z2), I^î'^m, be the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes

and piEHii(B0(n)', Z), i^i^n/2, the universal Pontrjagin classes. Let

w<G77i(73GW; Z2), i^i^n-k, and piEHii(BG{ky, Z), l^i^n-k/2, be the

images of the universal classes under the map 77*(730(„_jt)) —>77*(73G(¡fc)) induced

by the projection G(k)—*0(n — k). Further, let yi, • ■ ■ , ykEH1(BG(k); Z2) be

the images of the generators (described by Borel [l]) of Hl(Bg(k)\ Z2) under

the map Hl(BQ(k)\ Z2)^>Hl(BGm; Z2) induced by the projection G(k)^>Q(k).

Define x¿=/*yf, l^i^k, Ui=f*wt, l^i^n — k, and Vi=f*pi, l^i^n — k/2.
We now show that these elements satisfy the conditions of Theorem A. We

first verify condition (1.1). Since ws(j") =<p*wq=f*a*wt, (1.1) can be rewritten

f*a*wq = f*2Z, Wi°i(y\, ■ ■ ■, yn-k).

We in fact show that a*wQ= ¿Zi+i-i &&jiyu ' ' ' . Jn-k).

Consider the composite

a*                              ß*
H"(BOM;Z2)-> H"(BC(k);Zi)-► H"(BgM; Zt)

where a and ß are induced by the inclusion maps GkCO(n) and Q(n) CG(k).

Borel [l] has shown that a* and ß* are 1-1 and that there are generators

Zi, • • • ,zn of Hl(Bg(n); Z2) such that ß*a*wq — o-q(zi, • • • , zn). Furthermore,

it is easily seen that Z\, •• • , z„ can be chosen so that ß*Wi = di(zi, ■ ■ ■ , zn-k),

l^i^n — k, and ß*yj = zn-k+j, lújúk. Then

ß*2~2    W,<r,(yi,   •   •   •  , yk)   =      ¿2    °"»'(Z1>   -   "   '  > Zn-k)o-j(zn-k+l,   ■   ■   ■  ,  Zn)
i+j=q i+j=q

which, by a well known identity, is o-5(zi, • • • , zn). Thus

/S*23  WiCj(yi, ■ • ■ ,yk) = ß*a*wq
i+i—Q
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and since ß* is 1-1, the result is proved.

By a similar argument, (1.2) follows from the identity

,0 n   a*P< =   Z   {pi<T2i(ô*yu • • • , ô*yk)

+ [(S*wn)2 + &*WiPi]o-n-i(S*yi, ■ •-, S*y„)}

which we now prove.

Consider the diagram

ß*
H"(BGm;Z)->H<(B0lny,Z)

r { ir
ß*

77»(73Got) S Zt)-► H"(Bqm ; Z,)

where r is reduction mod 2. Since 2773(730(n); Z) = 0, it follows from the Bock-

stein exact sequence that r: Hq(Bg(„y, Z)—>773(73ew; Z2) is 1-1. We denote

the right side of (2.1) by Mq and compute rß*Mq. Note first of all that

rß*b*yi = ß*rb-*yi = ß*S\yi = ß*yij, r/?*% = cry(zi, • • • , zn-k), and rß*fc = ß*rp,

= ß*wlj = <T,i(Zi,  ■  •  ■  , Zn-k)2 SO

rß*Mq =     X)    ( 0'2»(Zl,   •   ■   • , Zn-k)(T2j(Zn-k+l,  •   ■   ■  , Zn)  +   [Sfffti^l,   '  '  * , Z„_i)

+ cri(Zi,   ■   •   •  , Zn-i)ff2¿(zi,   ■   •   • , Zn-ft)]cr2i-l(Zn-*+l,  -  '   ' , Zn)} *

But, (for example, see [l, p. 181])

Sq<ra(Zi,  •   •  •  , Zn-k)  + Cl(Zl,   •  •   • , Z„_t)cT2i(Zl,   •  •  • , Zn-k)   =   C2i+l(Zl,  •   •  • , Z„-*)

so we have

rß*Mq =       2 <n(sU - " ' » zn-*)ov(Zn-*+i, • • • , z„)
L i+i-2q J

=   C2«(Zl,   •   •   •   ,  Zn)2

= rß*a*pq.

Thus rß*(a*p,-Mt)=ß*r(a*pt-M9)=0 and since

ß*: H«(BQm: Z2)-+Hiq(BQin); Z2) is 1-1, r(a*pq - Mq) = 0.

Furthermore, if 0 denotes the rational numbers and t: Hiq(BGW; Z)

—>774a(73G(t); 0) is induced by the inclusion ZCQ, we see that

iTK       qûn - k/2
tM„ =  <

(0, q > n - k/2,

and, as is well known,
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ra*pq
to,

q ^ n - k/2,

q> n - k/2.

Thus r(a*pq — Mq) =0,  r(a*pt — Mq) =0,  and,  since  the  only  torsion  in

77*(73G(it); Z) is of order 2, a*pq=Mq (see [5, p. 112]).

We now prove that (1.3) holds. Let 7: 73So(B)—^ow denote the map in-

duced by the inclusion SO(m)GO(m). Since f is orientable, the associated

principal bundle is induced by a map $: 73—>73SO(n) with y^ — <p. In fact, f is

induced by $ from the bundle ä: 73SG(Jt)—>73So(b) and, since f has a cross

section, there is a map/: 73—»PSG(i) such that the following diagram is com-

mutative.

73so
7

«■)- -»73G(*)

B

y    \*

73so (» )-* B0 („ )

The maps a, a, 7, 7 are induced by inclusions.

Now, let Wj, pj, yj be the images of w¡, p¡, y¡ under the map 7*: 77*(PG(t))

—>77*(73SG(t)).

Lemma 1. If xEHn(BS0(n); Z) is the universal Euler-Poincarê class, then

a*Mx = 5*   ¿2   *My(j>i, ■••,%)■
i+j=n—l

Proof. We prove this lemma by showing that

(2.2) ra*Mx = rb*    ¿2    «\-(ry(yi, ■■■,%)rä*nx = ro*    ¿2    WiOj(yi, ■
i+i-n-l

and

(2.3) Tâ*MX = TO*      ¿2     Wi<T,(yi,
i+i—n—l

, %)

where r and t are as above. Thus

ß*rä*nx = rß*ä*nx

= no-n(zi, ■

and

, z»)

ß*ro*    2~2    ®fiiSit • • • . %) = s<t <^n-i(zi, • • ■ , z„)

= <ri(zi, • • • , Zn)<r„_i(Zi, • • • , Z„) 4" M<r„(zi, • • • , Zn) ■

i+j-n-1
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But <Ti(zi, • • • , z„) = 0 so, since ß* is 1-1,

= r&*    Y,    *«r/(j,i, ■■■,%)■
t+j=n— 1

ra*rex

To prove that (2.3) holds, we need only show that ra*«x = 0 since r5* = 0.

If re is odd, 2x = 0 so tx = 0. If re is even, we consider the following diagram.

77*(73sG(t,;0)^

H*(BmnW,Q)< -H*(Bo(n-iy,Q) >H*(BsO(n-l))Q)

All maps are defined by the obvious inclusions. Clearly p* is an isomorphism

and, since re —1 is odd, p* is an isomorphism [2, p. 105]. Furthermore, it is

well known that p*x = 0 so X*x = 0. But then, p*ä*x = X*X*x = 0 so 5*x = 0

and Tä*rex = reä*rx = 0. Thus

»x(f) <5*«X = f*a*x

= 7*ô*   Y,   w&Ayi,
•+y=n-i

= 5*    ^2    Ui<j¡(xi, ■
i+j-n-1

=  5*Wn-l(n-

, Xk)

3. Orientable four-manifolds. In this section, we prove that the conditions

of Corollary 1.3 are in fact necessary and sufficient for the line element paral-

lelizability of compact orientable four dimensional manifolds. We apply this

result to give an example of a four dimensional compact orientable manifold

which is line element parallelizable but not parallelizable(4).

Theorem B. Let M be a compact orientable four dimensional manifold.

Then, M is line element parallelizable if and only if the following two conditions

are satisfied.

(3.1) Pi(M) = x(M) = 0.

(3.2)  There are elements Xi, • • • , X4G771(Ai; Z2) such that Xi+x2-[-X3+X4 = 0

and Wi(M)—Oi(xi, • • • , x4), 2 =i^4.

Proof. That conditions (3.1) and (3.2) are necessary follows immediately

from Corollary 2; we prove them sufficient.

Letcp: Af—r73So(4) be a classifying map for the principal bundle associated

(4) Clearly, every compact orientable manifold of dimension S3 is line element paralleliza-

ble if and only if it is parallelizable. The Klein Bottle is an example of a nonorientable two dimen-

sional manifold which is line element parallelizable but, of course, not parallelizable.
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with the tangent bundle of M. As we saw earlier, M is line element paralleliza-

ble if and only if there is a map/: M—>73SO(4) such that yf^<p, where 7: 73Sg(4>

-^•73so(4) is induced by the inclusion SQ(i) CSO(4). We now construct such

a map.

Pick elements yi, • • • , y4G771(73SO(4); Z2) such that yi4- • • ■ 4-y4 = 0and

y*Wi = ffi(yi, • • • , yi). Since BSQW is a space of type K(Z\, 1), we can pick

f:M-^BSQW such that /*y< = x,-, lgi^4. Then f*y*x = 0 = x(M)=<b*x,
f*y*pi = 0 = pi(M)=<p*pi (since 774(717; Z) is torsion free and 2774(73SO(4); Z)

= 0), and/*7*w2 = <r2(xi, • • • , x4) =w2(M) =<p*w2 so, by [7] or [3], yf~<b and

the theorem is proved.

We now describe the example. Let £"= (M, ir, T) be the nontrivial SO(3)

bundle over the two dimensional torus T with fiber S2. If a, bEHl(T; Z2) are

generators, then w2(Q =ab and x(f) =0. To compute the characteristic classes

of M, we need the following.

Let £=(£, it, B) be an O in) bundle with fiber S"-1 and t(E), t(73) the

tangent bundles to E and 73 respectively. Choosing a Riemannian metric on

E, we can decompose t(E) into a Whitney sum t(E) = ti©t2 where Ti is the

bundle of tangent vectors along fibers in E and t2 the bundle of tangent vec-

tors orthogonal to fibers. If §1 is the M-plane bundle associated with £ and v

the trivial line bundle over E, one sees easily that(6) ti®v = tt~1%i, the bundle

over E induced from £ by ir. Since t2 = 7t_1t(73), it follows that

(3.3) r(E) © v = ir-^ © x-1t(73).

Applying this to 717, we have x(-^7) = pi(M) - 0, w2(M) = ir*(ab)

= T*(a)ir*(b), and Wi(M) = w3(M) = w4(M) = 0. Since x(D=0. we know from

the Gysin sequence that ir*: 77*(r; Z2)-+77*(M; Z2) is 1-1 so w2(M) ^Oand

717 is not parallelizable. On the other hand, if we define xi, • • • ,xiEHi(M; Z2)

by setting Xi = ir*(a), x2 = ir*(¿>), x3 = ir*(a-{-b), X4 = 0, we have Xi4" • • ■ 4-X4

= 0 and Wi(M)=<7i(xi, • • • , x4), 2^i^4. Thus, by Theorem B, M is line

element parallelizable.
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